Easi-Ears®
Using the remote control unit

The Easi-Ears remote control unit has a transmitter so you can collectively control the headsets or transmit audio to them.

**Line in (local)**
Connect to an external device such as a phone or computer to play audio.

**MP3 (local)**
Use this setting to play audio tracks stored on the remote control unit.

**Mic (local)**
Use this setting to use the internal microphone.

**Remote**
Use this setting to control the headsets using the remote control unit (MP3 must be selected).

**Local**
Use this setting to transmit audio to the headsets.

**Broadcast Button**
Use this when in local mode to start and stop transmitting audio to the headsets.

**Control Buttons**
Use these when in remote mode to play, pause and select the track to play on the headsets.